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Trustees Announce Operating Surplus
Board Elects Chairman, Two Members
Fairfield University closed the
books
on
the
independent
institution's 1977-78 fiscal year with an
operating
surplus . of
$353,135,
marking the eighth consecutive year
in which it has finished in the black, it
was disclosed by audit figures
presented during the annual meeting
of Fairfield's Board of Trustees
The university's operating budget
for the year was $15.8 million
In addition the Fairfield College
Preparatory School, also located on
the__ 210-acre university campus,
recorded a modest surplus of $5,137
from an operating budget of $1.2
million This marked the second
consecutive year in which the
preparatory school has achieved a
balanced budget.
/
The Board's Audit Committee met
prior to the annual meeting with the
university's
external
auditors,
Coopers and Lybrand, who expressed
satisfaction with the audit results and
with Fairfield's financial affairs, it
was reported.
It
was
also
disclosed
that'
university endowments are now
approaching the $1 million mark
During its annual meeting the
board elected a new chairman,
reelected four other officers of the
corporation,
elected
two
new
trustees, accepted the audit report
from an independent accounting
firm, and learned that the university's
fund raising effort had been the most
successful in the institution's history.
L. William Miles of Weston,
president of University Patents, Inc.,
Stamford, was elected chairman of
the Board of Trustees. He succeeds
David W.P. Jewitt of Fairfield,
executive vice president with Connecticut National Bank in Bridgeport,
who had served as chairman since
1972.

Center and immediate past rector of
the Fairfield Jesuit community.
The board's Development and
Public Relations Committee reported
the university's 1977-78 fund raising
efforts were the most successful in
the institution's history, with gifts and
pledges from its-alumni, parents,
friends,
trustees,
corporations,
foundations
and
giving
clubs
amounting to $830,340.18.
This included support for Fairfield's School of Nursing facility,
which was dedicated last fall with the
building fully paid for and an annual
operating endowment established,

Reelected officers of the corporation for 1978-79 were Rev.
Thomas R Fitzgerald, S.J., president
of the university and preparatory
school, president; Rev Charles F.
Donovan, S.J., dean of the faculties
at Boston College, vice chairman;
Rev George S Mahan, S.)., executive
assistant to the president of the
university, secretary; and )ohn M. ~
Hickson of Rowayton, Fairfield's vice
president for Business and Finance,
treasurer.
Elected for three-year terms to the
Board of Trustees were Rev. lames H.
Coughlin, S.J., former dean o'f the
College of Arts and Sciences and
academic vice president at Fairfield
who is presently a member of the
faculty and rector of the Fairfield
Jesuit community, and Norwick R.
Coodspeed of Fairfield, president of
the
People's
Savings
Bank
of
Bridgeport.
They succeed Edward J. Breck of
Somers, Conn., retired chairman of
the Board of John FT Breck, Inc .
Springfield,
Mass.,
and
Rev.
Frederick W Kelly, S.J., member of
the Fairfield faculty, senior systems
analyst in the university's computer

the Student Recreational Complex,
now under construction, which is
scheduled to be fully operational in
January, and a $35,000 unrestricted
gift and $25,000 scholarship grant
from the estate of the late Anna M.
-Cain of Bridgeport
In Other action, the board made
appointtnents of trustees to its
various
standing
committees,
djscussed
progress
toward
the
establishment of a
broad-based
Presidential Search Committee to
assist in selecting Fr. Fitzgerald's
successor when he relinquishes the
continued on page 10
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U. Council Convenes
Active Agenda Slated
by Andrew Masini
The University Council is is expected to resume work soon A tripartite
organization comprised of twelve
members representing the student
body, the faculty and the administration, its membership is not quite complete this year, having one student
position yet to be filled
Using four members from each
sector of the University, the Council
requires that each of its members
serve on one of the three four-member standing committees, the Academic, University and Community
life committees. Each committee
consists of one representative from
each of the three branches of the
University plus an extra representa-

L William Miles has been elected Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, replacing David W.P. Jewitt who served since 1972. (photo
courtesy of Public Relations)

tive whose expertise is in the field
concerned. Thus, the Academic Committee has an extra faculty member,
the University Committee an extra
administrative member, and the.
Community Life Committee an extra
student
In addition to these standing committees, ad hoc committees are
formed as needed, usually made up
of people outside the Council. The
Ad Hoc Committee on Alcohol Abuse
of several years ago, for instance,
was made up of people principally
from the sociology department.
According
to
Dean 'William
Schimpf of Student Services', one of
the administrative members, the
Council is "a channel of com-

munication" and "an opportunity to
discuss problems" of the University.
It is not a decision-making body, but
instead makes recommendations to
those students, faculty and administrative organizations that can
make decisions Dean Schimpf tends
to abide by recommendations made
by it pertaining to Student Services
such as the establishment of Dorm
Council, the adoption of guidelines
for the building of sleeping lofts and
the recent restriction on the size of
refrigerators kept in dorm rooms The
University Council has been con
cerned with a wide range of activities
in the past from reviewing the
compensation, working conditions
continued on page 10

Search For New
President Begins
by Robert J Schumm
Appointments to the Presidential Search Committee have been concluded, and the members are slated to begin deliberations this week.
Current plans call for the committee to present the names of three final
candidates by early January. The selection of the President will then be
made by the university Board of Trustees
The membership of the committee includes four trustees, four faculty
members appointed'by the Academic Council, two students appointed by
the president of FUSA, two administrators, one graduate appointed by the
president of the Alumni Association, and one person from the Fairfield
civic community.
The members of the Presidential Search Committee are:
Thomas Cleary
(student)

Class of 197')

James H. Coughlin, S.|.
(faculty)

Graduate School of Education
(airfield University

George Diffley
(administrator)

V.P for Development and Publx Relations
Fairfield University

Alphonsus?) Donahue Jr.
(trustee)

President
Donahue Sales, A Textron Division

Dr Elizabeth Gardner
(faculty)

Department of Psychology
Fairfield University

Dr William Garritv
(faculty)

Graduate School of Education

Joseph'P Germain |r
(alumnus)

Partner
Earrar, Germain & Gritfin

Sal J Giudice
(trustee)

Senior Vice President, Human Resources
American Can Company

John J. Higgins, SI
(trustee)

Assistant to Provincial
New E ngland Provini e of Society ol lesus

Ms. Mary Katona
(civic community)

Town Clerk
[airfield

Joseph MacDonnell, S I

Department of Mathematics
Fairfield University

(faculty)
William Schimpf
(administrator)

Two students pause to enjoy a quiet moment before the midtern rush (photo by Vince Howley)

Fairfield University

Fairfield University

-

"V.P for Student Services
Fairfield University

Linda Stephenson
(student)

Class of 1979
Fairfield University

Walter I Zackrison
(trustee)

President
Walter) Zackrison Awn lates
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The Week In Review
New
England

By Gigi Byron

Pope Dies of Heart Attack
Pope John Paul I died of a heart attack last
Friday, after only 34 days in the Vatican. His
death ended the shortest reign of a pope in

1976 New Laws Go Into Effect
Although overshadowed by the reinstitutjon
of the state's Sunday closing laws. 175 other
laws approved by the 1978 Legislature take
effect
today
including
measures
giving
pedestrians new rights on the roadways and
allowing studded snow tires to be used again on
Connecticut roads this winter.
In addition, for Long Island Sound communities, several laws go on the books designed
to crack down on the pirating of shellfish from

modern times.
The pope's funeral mass was said yesterday
outside the basilica It took place on the same
steps as Pope Paul IV's requiem mass, one
month earlier.
The conclave to elect a new pope will begin
16 days after Pope John Paul's death, just one
day more than the minimum waiting period
The August conclave that elected Cardinal
Albino Luciani as Pope John Paul began 19 days
after the death of Pope Paul

Carter Pushes Peace

tSHT THATSrVEET, RALPH ?,.O0R UTTLE 6IRL IS TKWM6 our FOR CHEERLEADERS...

President Carter says he feels the leaders of
Jordan and Syria are out of step with their own
people in opposing the Camp David summit
accords.
"I think the people there want peace," he
said, adding that other Arab leaders will
discover this "when and if their leaders show
the same courage" exhibited by the leaders of

Nation

Israel and Egypt.
Carter made the comments in an interview
with out-of-town broadcasters. The transcript

U.S. and China Plan Exchange Program
Columbia

University

announced

the

Senate OKs Neutron Bomb Funds
The Senate voted 68-1 last week to authorize
spending of $3 billion for nuclear weapons
development
including
recommended
production of the highly controversial neutron

was released by the White House last week.

first

systematic exchange program in the arts
between the People's Republic of China and the
United States.
Describing it as a "historic move with farranging impact," university officials said the
program signaled "a new major thrust in the
arts" by the Chinese similar to ones already
under way in science and technology
Meanwhile, UPI reported that Communist
Party Chairman Hua Kuo-Feng, reaffirmed
Peking's determination to "liberate" Taiwan
and urged China to intensify its preparations
against war.

the waters of the Sound and to improve state
regulation of tital wetlands
But it has been the new Sunday closing law
which has drawn the most attention, because it
reaffirms
Connecticut
laws
which
have
traditionally prohibited large retail stores from
opening for business on Sundays

bomb.
• President Carter announced last April he
would defer a decision on whether to build the
so-called "people-killer" bomb and see what
the Russians might offer in return for scrapping
it
The matter has remained in limbo since then
But the very prospect of neutron warheads
deployed in central Europe has stirred up an
international ban-the-bomb drive backed by the

Paper Strike Gains New Momentum
Negotiators for the city's two struck morning
newspapers met Saturday with the president of
the striking pressmen and a federal mediator as
new momentum gathered for a settlement of

Carter Opposed to Raise in Sugar Aid
President Carter says he's opposed to bills
that would raise sugar prices paid to farmers
above 15 cents a pound, an allowance he said
would amount to a guaranteed profit for

the 7'/; -week strike.
Also, as the pressmen awaited a call to
negotiate from New York Post publisher Rupert
Murdoch, there was talk that the city's major

growers
'
_ He also said he can't accept a Senate-passed

afternoon
paper
might
try
to
resume
publication soon.
But, a spokesman for a 10-union coalition
said the Post would not be able to publish on
Monday because of a recess until Tuesday in
negotiations between the Post and its editorial

bill that would remove his authority to expand
beef imports. He said he believes the farmstrike movement of last year "did a great
service to agriculture and to the country."
The president made the comments in an
interview with out-of-town broadcasters last

and commercial employees.

week.

Soviets.
Danbury Fair Opens
Jackson Urges Mideast Plan

U.S. Bars Rhodesia Visit

Sen. Henry M. Jackson called for the United
States to offer Isr.iel and the Arab world an
American aid program patterned after the post-

Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith was
refused a visa to visit the United States, the
State Department confirmed, saying the Smith
government is an "illegal regime."
Sen. S.I. Hayakawa, R-Calif., had asked
Smith to visit the United States along with the
Rev.
Ndabaningi
Sithole,
chairman
of
Rhodesia's ruling Executive Council. Hayakawa
had hoped the visit would enable the two
Rhodesians to explain their position about the

World War II Marshall Plan for Europe.
The Washington Democrat said such a
project would provide the nations of the Middle
East with a material incentive in the search for
a lasting peace.
The financial aid would be based on a full
partnership of Israel and Egypt, and with the
United States they could "do much to reverse
the misery of centuries and make the deserts
bloom," Jackson said.

Approximately 40,125 persons jammed their
way into the fairgrounds for the opening day of
the Danbury State Fair last Saturday.

Ventriloquist Bergen Dies
Edgar Bergen, who brought life to a wooden
dummy named Charlie McCarthy, died in his
sleep last Saturday at the age of 75.
Less than two weeks ago, Bergen, the nation's
most famous ventriloquist, announced that he
and McCarthy, a top-hatted, monocled dummy,
were quitting show business after a 56-year
partnership
A spokesman for Caesar's Palace Hotel said
Bergen died at about noon Saturday. The cause
of death was not determined.

The ten-day event is expected to draw approximately 400.000 people. The fairgrounds
are located at the junction of Route 7 and I-84.
Most attractions at the fair are free of
charge-, once the general admission fee of $ t for
adults, and $2 for children under 12 is paid The
fairgrounds are open from 9:30 a.m. until 7 p m
The fair began as a traditional livestock and
produce exposition in 1869, and has since
broadened its scope of entertainment lor young
and old alike.

African nation's future

Reliable
BABYSITTING SERVICES
offered by experienced
Fairfield students.
Call Jeanne or Eileen
259-1109

HOUSE AFFAIRS
Consignment Shop Sells
Household Goods Reasonably
dishes, pots, furniture,
lamps, etc.
Check us out!!
2090 Blk. RockTpke. 335-3870

Fairfield Wine
and Liquor

w w» «P w,

f »»'

FAIRFIELD CLEANERS AND TAILORS
10% STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNT
NO CHARGE FOR MINOR MENDING

y

1580 Post Road
Next to Trading Post
255-1068

Hours of Toil
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m. <
Sat. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Jill and Frank

soft drinks at big savings!

FREE DELIVERY
Thurs., Fri., & Sat., 3-6:30 p.m.
Call Before 6:30

NOW HAVE

CIGARETTES, GLASSES, CORK SCREWS
AND MISC. BAR SUPPLIES!!!

259-9537
Kegs Available - Order Early
1431 Post Road - Fairfield

255-2328
SPECIALS
64 oz. DIET 7 Up
$
79*EA
462CASE
PERRIER SPARKLING WATER

12 — 23 oz. Bottles

$^80

'

£L.£L.$

CASE

PLUS MUCH MORE

OO EA.
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Seven Faculty
Members Promoted
Eight members of the faculty at
Fairfield
University
have
been
promoted,
seven
to
associate
professor and one to assistant
professor
Promoted to associate professor in
the College of Arts and Sciences were
Dr. Arthur L. Anderson; Dr Benjamin
Fine; Dr. Orin L Grossman; Dr Alan
N. Katz; and Rev Joseph F. MacDonnell Dr Philip I. Eliasoph was
promoted to assistant professor.
In the School of Nursing Mrs
Barbara
Sideleau
was
named
associate professor.
Dr Anderson, of Fairfield, is a
member of the university's Sociology
faculty He holds a Bachelor of Arts
from Augsburg College, Minneapolis,
and a Master of Arts and Ph D from
the New School for Social Research,
New York.
He is a visiting faculty member in
the Master's program in Financial
Sciences of the American College of
Life Underwriters, and has been a
faculty member and educational
program director of the National
Association of Mutual Savings Banks
Dr. Anderson is the author of
"Divided We Stand," a book due for
publication in late autumn, based on a
sociological study of the town of
Fairfield.
A Fairfield resident for the past 10
years, Dr Anderson is on the board of
directors of the Visiting Nurses
Association of Fairfield.
During the 1976-77 academic year
he served as chairman of the
university's Task Force for Self Study
which led to reaccreditation of the
university by the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges
He has also been active on the
University CounciJ and on the
Academic Council, of which he is
now chairman
Dr. Kat/ is a member of the
American
Political
Science
Association and the New England
fcducational Research Organization
He is also an affiliated scholar with
the American Bar Foundation and a
member of the Seminar on South
Asian
Politics
at
Columbia
University.
Fr MacDonnell joined the Fairfield
Mathematics faculty in 1969 Before
coming to Fairfield, he spent eight
years
teaching
mathematics
at
Baghdad College and the University
of Al Hikma in Baghdad, Iraq.
His research has concerned ruled
surfaces — surfaces generated by
straight lines — and in particular,
moebius surfaces of an odd number
of half twists He is a member of the
Clavius
group
of
Jesuit
mathematicians who do cooperative
mathematical research with their
colleagues
This past summer Fr MacDonnell
spent time at the Institute des hautes
etudes scientifiques at the University
of Paris and at the International
Congress of Mathematics at Helsinki
Fr MacDonnell holds Bachelor's
and Master's degrees from Boston
College, a Master's degree from
Fordham University and a Ph D from
Columbia University

Dr Eliasoph, of New Canaan, is
currently director of Art History in
the Department of Fine Arts A
specialist in American art and
Renaissance and Baroque art in Italy,
Dr Eliasoph has worked as an art
critic.
Dr Fine, a Stamford resident, is
chairman
of
the
university's
Department of Mathematics
He
holds a Bachelor of Science magna
cum laude from Brooklyn College,
and a Master of Science and PhD
from the Courant Institute of New
York University.
A specialist in algebra and group
theory as well as statistics. Dr. Fine
has
presented
and
published
numerous papers and articles on
topics ranging from the psychology
of mathematicians to the use of
computers m working with quadratic
equations.
Dr Fine has been a member of
Fairfield's faculty since 1974 and is a
member of the visiting faculty at Yale
University.

His

professional
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Campus Notes
by Claudia M. Napp
memberships

include the American Mathematical
Society,
the
Mathematical
Association of America, and Pi Mu
Lpsilon,
the
national
honorary
mathematical society.
Dr Grossman, of New York City, is
chairman of the Department of Fine
Arts. He holds a Bachelor of Arts
magna cum laude from Harvard
University
and
a
Master
of
Philosophy and PhD from Yale
University
A
musicologist
and
pianist, he specializes in music of the
Classic and Romantic periods.
Dr Grossman performs extensively
in Boston, New York and New Haven,
including his debut recital at Carnegie Recital Hall in New York last
February.
Last summer he was one of twelve
recipients of a National Endowment
for the Humanities Fellowship to
study at the University of California
at Berkley .'He is currently working on i

"Fairfield
County
Weekly
News," a television news show
dealing exclusively with Fairfield
County, will premiere Friday,
October 6, at 9 p.m. on Channel
49. The program will be broadcast
by Connecticut Public Television
(CPTV).
The half-hour program will look
at issues and topics of concern to
Fairfield County residents, including
the
arts,
sports,
education,
religion,
consumer
advice, and the environment, in
its coverage.
"Fairfield
County
Weekly
News" will be produced at CPTV's
university studio by some 25
university students, faculty and
volunteers who work as camera
and
technical
crew,
graphic
artists, reporters and announcers.
Physics Grant Awarded

a study of early Romantic piano
music.

Dr. Evangelos Hadjimichael,
professor of physics, has been
awarded a $22,400 grant by the
National
Science
Foundation
(NSF). The grant is in support of
Dr. Hadjimichael's research in
Theoretical Nuclear Physics
Dr. Hadjimichael, who holds a
B.S. degree in physics from the
City University of New York and a
Ph.D. from the University of
California, Berkeley, has been the
recipient of NSF grants since
1971.

continued on page 10

Legislature
Elections Tuesday
by Andrew Masini
Student Legislature elections shall
be held Tuesday, October 10, from 9
AM to 5 PM, in front of the Campus
Center
Mailroom.
Thirty
four
legislators
shall
be
elected,
representing
resident .students,
commuters, and beach residents in
numbers
proportionate
to
their
respective percentages of the student
populace Bridgeport Holiday Inn
residents shall be on the commuter
ballot Applications for the ballot are
closed, the deadline for the applications having passed yesterday.
Legislature President Jim Connolly
has headed a campaign to publicize
the election, through letters to the
Mirror editor, and through the
distribution of petition and application forms to students Connolly

has expressed a desire for "the
legislature to be more representative
and more at,the center of student
interest." Connolly, who joined the
Student Legislature last year before
succeeding Pat Gizzo as its president
in April, has gone on record as saying
". . . an organized group of students,
such as ours, carries more weight
than individual students running
around complaining . . don't get the
idea that the Legislature is a club run
by
upperclassmen
We
want
freshmen and sophomores as well as
upperclassmen, because we are the
government of all the students."
Connolly encourages all students
to vote in the Tuesday election. The
results of the election shall be posted
Tuesday night outside the F.U.S.A.
office and in next week's Mirror.

Bus To Danbury Fair
The
Campus
Center
will
sponsor a FREE bus to the
Danbury Fair on Monday October
9th. Space is limited to the first 55
students and the bus is scheduled
to leave 9 am in front of the
Campus Center The bus will
leave the Fair at 5 p.m. to return
to Campus.
Sign up is in the Campus Center
office. A $1 deposit will be
refunded upon boarding the bus.
Free Movie Sunday
The
Campus
Center
will
sponsor a FREE movie Sunday
October
8th
in
Gonzaga
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The
movie will be "Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid."

Public Service
Scholarship Announced
Dr Kevin C. Cassidy, Assistant
Professor of Political Science, has
announced the offering of the Harry
S. Truman Scholarship, a federal
grant established in honor of the late
33rd President.
The Scholarship
Foundation selects one candidate
from each of the fifty states. The
program is designed to provide
financial assistance to students who
wish to pursue a career in public
service.
The
Foundation
provides
a
maximum of $5,000 per year for a
maximum of four years for tuition,
book, and room and board expenses
According
to
Cassidy,
"The
scholarship offers an outstanding
c hant e for a < •"
I airt u-U!

student to prepare him/herself for a
career in public service."
Eligibility requirements are as
follows: candidates must currently be
sophomores, have good academic
records in a course of study appropriate to preparation for a public
service, and should also have a
record of service work, of a nature
related to a potential public service
career
The Truman Scholarship Foundation shall select one candidate
from each state Students may apply
either from their home states or the
states in which their schools are
located Interested students shoulo
cilnt.nl Or Ca-.sii!\ '■. Canisius 32 oij

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE!
ALL SOFT SERVE SUNDAES !
ANY NIGHT MON.-FRI. 7-10 P.M. I
WITH F.U. I.D.
562 Post Rd. (located in Traffic Circle)
259-7481
V.V.V

Three students at the Prep have
been named semi-finalists, and 14
have been named Commended
students in the 24th annual
National
Merit
Scholarship
program.
The semi-finalists will have the
opportunity to compete for some
4,100" Merit Scholarships to be
awarded next spring
Experience Appalachia
The
Fourth
Annual
Appalachian Cultural Arts and Crafts
Festival will be held Columbus
Day weekend The event will be
held in the gymnasium October 78 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Continuous demonstrations of
the many art forms will take place
for your enjoyment. The gym will
be filled with mountain melodies
of guitar, piano^and dulcimer
players
Traditional
mountain
ballads as well as original ones
will give you a better understanding of this culturally rich
region Slide presentations and
documentaries will help tell their
story.
Students belonging to the
Appalachia Club will be working
at the festival All proceeds go to
Appalachian Mountain Region.
Admission will be: Adults $1 25,
Students and Senior Citizens $.75,
Children under 10 Free
STAR Open-house
The Society to Advance the
Retarded (STAR) will hold an
open-house for concerned parents
and friends, old and new. The
date is Thursday, October 12,
from 2 til 5 and 7 til 9 p.m at
STAR Center at Wolfpit Avenue,
Norwalk.
For further information contact
.Sylvia Griffith at 846-9581.
Volunteer Tutors Needed
Literacy Volunteers of Connecticut,
a
non-profit
organization which offers one-toone tutoring in Reading, Writing,
and Conversational English will
hold its first Basic Reading
Workshop on October 5, Thursday, in Bannow, Room 254. All
interested students are welcome.

When your typewriter needs repair we're
the ones to solve the problem.
* We repair all makes of typewriters
* We have a complete line of ribbons
* Sales service and supply on pocket calculators
1976 Post Rd. near August Brothers Hardware
255-2430

WE BUY AND SELL USED PAPERBACKS

ALL NEW HARDBACKS
TEXTBOOK INC.

extension ri 1 '<

NO.1210

. I ♦*«

Merit Scholarships

PATTERSON'S TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE

by Doc Dougherty

Ca/u/d®
I
ICE CREAM STORE!

•<(*<•■«■•■

CPTV Premiere Slated

Z

25% OFF

1

when ordered at

57 UWQUOWA ROAD, FAIRFIELD

o
o

i
^^

2553390

■■ •• -•■ 'Morvfay-thru FridayTfo 7'■'-'Saturday'§V6'fcv*
l«»™»^^^^»f^«WWS

..„.!. I

-Ji'
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Editorials
Paper Pilferers
"A sense of the fundamental people's copies, bragged about her
Black
decericies is parcelled out unequally at upcoming "Coupon Party".
birth," said Catsby's friend Nick comedy at best, for that is exactly what
Carraway. Carraway, a gentleman of the they were: other people's Mirrors. We
Jazz Age, was not on campus last print 4500 papers each week. The fact
Thursday night to witness the mass theft that there are only 2700 undergraduates
of copies of The Mirror — the attraction does not give students license to take as
was a petty nickel beer coupon — but if many copies as they want, becuase The
he had been he would have offered the Mirror is also read by Jesuits, Trustees,
administrators,
University
same evaluation. Many persons did not faculty,
employees,
subscribers,
and
town
get to read The Mirror last week unless
merchants.
Becuase
of
the
avarice
of a
they wanted to dig around the garbage
few
many
went
without
the
news.
bin outside Barnacle Bill's Nautilus.
We of The Mirror didn't appreciate
The nightmare started innocently
that.
You'll notice that we're not running
enough. The paper itself, delayed by our
the
Naut's
couplon this week. We can't
printers in North Haven, did not hit
campus until about 7:00 p.m. As usual, afford to do it. We're putting out a
copies were quickly devoured by newspaper here, not a Stop and Shop
newshungry readers. Yet there was an circular. Our editors and writers spend
additional attraction to The Mirror last long grueling hours working for The
week: on page six there was printed the Mirror, and we don't like their work
shocking, almost unbelievable ad- going to waste at the hands of the
borderline illiterates. People around
vertisement: "Five Cent Drafts At The
here wait for our paper to show up, and
NAUT With This Coupon. Anytime."
we
must make sure that they get What
Eyebrows rose, smiles widened, and
they're
waiting for.
word of mouth sent the message:
In
closing,
we won't deliver an in"Nickel beer coupon! Crab all the
dictment
on
the
paper pilferers. They
Mirrors you can!" Dionystus had capdelivered
it
themselves,
and ruined a
tured the spirit of the revelers, and he
good idea in the process. If any of them
sent them after the grape.
They took lots of papers with them. should be so destitute that the lack of
Reliable sources report sightings of nickel beer coupons should make them
diminutive coeds carrying bundles of want for beer money, tell them to come
papers under each arm. One person, to us. We'll give it to them out of our
whose notebook was full of other own pockets. Just ask them to leave the
papers for the people who read them.

-J^eri 3**j3n'

T*?

Letters
Riel Comments On CORE
As part of my series on the core curriculum, I
submit these excerpts from an unsolicited letter

Cheers

Boos
BOOS TO:
To those who hauled away bundles of last
week's Mirror because of the nickel beer
coupon
.
just because you are paupers
doesn't mean you.have to act like them ... we
know who you are . . To the boys of Loyola 3.
who make drinking rules seem sensible, for
pulling a firm alarm at 4:30 AM last Friday
won't you guys ever wise up? ... we know who
you are, too
to the engineer of the new
tennis courts, for building them under the water
table
good planning on that one . . how are
we supposed to play tennis, with scuba gear on?

CHEERS TO:
To

Football

Team

for

shellacking

Livingston St. 36-16 . . Coach Ed Hall's boys
looked classy last Saturday . . . may the next
victories come as easily . . . your cheerleaders
are cuter than the hoop team's, too ... to the
Naut for starting its own Wednesday Special
with quarter drafts and fifty cent mixed drinks .
. good work, Bill . . we're still waiting for the
• Stag-Her to grab a piece of the action with fifty
cent Heinekens on odd-numbered days of the
month ... to the flood of faculty contributions
to the Mirror . . . good to see the profs getting in
their two cents worth
to September, for

. . C Donald Cook will have to requisition wet
suits for the tennis team . . well, maybe it will
keep Joe Crassi underwater... to all the people
who had reactions to Professor Walter Petry's
series on the Papacy and did not send them to
The Mirror
. come on . . somebody goes out
on a limb and all you do is vegetate . . take a
stand for a change
to whoever is taking so
long in starting a search committee for the
Dean
Rinaldi's doing a great job but he may
not want the job forever, you know
to
Vinnie O'Brien for stacking the deck of the

making its last days with us sunny and mild
may October prove as pleasant
to the Art
Department for trying to make culture
available to the masses with its current series of
Art Tours . . is it true that Steve Martin is going
to give the King Tut Tour in New York? ... to
Dean Rinaldi for instituting the Awards in the
Arts and Sciences
. fine start to a fine year
hope that the perspective talents all go after
the prizes with relish
to the lunchtime
musical videotapes in the Campus Center
it
helps digestion, but why not tune the machine a
bit? Could help vision . Cheer Of The Week
goes to the letters protesting the Mirror's

Presidential
Search
Committee
student
members with his own hand-picked choices
next time, Vinnie, you should interview
everybody-you say you will
. Boo Of The
Week to Burt Kearns for calling and harassing
Wheels Paullone on Brian Beusses WVOF
show. Full House, and trying to disguise his
voice
you may have fooled some people,
Burt, but this column never forgets .
why
don't you get a job?

the

'

awkward coverage of the Nuke Debate
way
to blast those editorial tyrants! Count on this
column for all the important news around here

ftnaix i' courses '(outside o1 fiiv

Tconomics

major) and was ( hock-tull ol
theology,
philosophy, speech and the like It was my
contention then, and it remains one even now,
that any educated person can learn the specific
skills required of a particular position.

from a 1976 graduate.
"Since I last wrote, I have completed my stint Therefore, I felt confident that I could be
as a credit analyst for the bank and was taught the necessary accounting and financial
promoted June 1, 1978 to the position of skills in a relatively short period of time to
Assistant Manager. In my new position I am fulfill the requirements of my new job On the
working on a "team" of four officers handling other hand, I was not at all convinced that one
the credit and service needs of approximately could quickly learn to think. I do not mean
50 major corporations whose executive offices thinking in a casual or spontaneous sense, but
are located in New York City .... I have an rather the ability to logically move in a proper
opportunity to meet with senior executives of syllogistic development. To know how to think
some of the more recognizable (if not more both constructively and creatively and to
important) corporations, such as ABC, CBS, express those thoughts in a concise and arEmergy Air Freight, and Union Carbide ....
ticulate manner. I felt, was a skill which
"I often think back on my days at Fairfield, in develops slowly over time but is of infinite
terms of what I would tell my classmates if I value to an individual regardless of profession.
had the opportunity to return for the day. One Often times I have found myself embroiled in
of the points I would stress slronglv is the value discussions where although I could not dispute
of a Liberal Arts education When I originally the facts because of my relative lack of
came to the bank I was pushed in my interviews financial sophistication I was able to point out
to justify a curriculum which had marginal the fallacy of the premise on which the
argument was based and, therefore, regardless
accounting and
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Opinion & Comment
S.E.C.-Student Economic Catastrophy
by Bill Weisner
The

Student

Entertainment Commission

(S I:.C.), under the direction of Steve Pallone
until this September, made a terrible judgement
and business error in their planning for this fall
and must accept the blame for this Thejiall
and Oates concert (Sept. 20), which resulted in
the depletion of the entire semester's entertainment budget, was a poorly planned
financial gamble which should never have been
undertaken.
Hall and Oates and City Boy signed last
spring with Mrs Anne Marie Samway ol
Student Services and Steve Pallone at a cost oi
$19,000. This tremendous expenditure of mone .
would not be so extraordinary if past experience had shown that concerts at Kairfield
usually drew capacity crowds Everybody
knows that this is not the case. How many times

must the SI C. members be told that rairrieKi
U. was the only place Billy |oel didn't sell out
on his 1977 tour, among other instances, before
they learn this lesson?
Furthermore, this-was the first largescale
midweek concert ever given here While the
S.E.C. might deserve praise for realizing the
potential for this type of planning, thev should
also realize that you don't risk your whole
budget on an as-yet untried enterprise (i.e.

abolished Fairfield is too small a school to be
expected to sell out any major shows without
off-campus advertising. Second, the SEC
should have given notice to the entertainment
committees of other schools in the area about
the concert and possibly arranged to set aside a
certain number of tickets to be sold to each of
these schools. This would also broaden our

More immediately, what about on-campus
advertising? I know several commuters who
weren't even aware that Hall and Oates were
playing here There were no advertisements
placed with this paper by the S.E.C. and campus
center signs were scarce. -What business would
invest so little in advertising when so much was

was in the sales of tickets to people outside of
our University community. The blame for this
lies in two places. First, Mrs. Samway does not
permit off-campus advertising on the premise
that it would attract minors to the concert,

at stake?
I am not indicting anyone or questioning
entertainment possibilities, as I am sure that the
their motives. I am sure that all concerned were
action would be reciprocated by these schools
For instance, Dave Mason is playing at working for what they perceived as the best
Wesleyan University this month. If they gave ' interests of the students, and working hard But
100 or so tickets to the SEC. to be sold on our there was definitely a lack of good business
campus, I'm sure many people would take sense, and the students will suffer because of
this. I do not think that we must necessarily
advantage of this. Why didn't the SEC. try this
move to alternative forms of entertainment in
the future. With the proper amount of planning
with Hall and Oates? Especially when they still

which might lead to an aicohol problem This
rule is detrimental to the SEC. and should be

hadn't sold half of the available tickets even
one day before the show.

midweek concerts)
Another area which reflected poor planning

I think a large scale concert can still be a
success at Fairfield

With A Cocked Eye On The World
deeper than Steve Martin's. Martin would have
us believe that Tut's purpose was to revive the
flagging museum industry. As a political
scientist — and not a mere media commentator
like Martin — I have discerned the real motive
^behind Tut's timely move for international
recognition Anyone familiar with the shifting
sands of war and peace in the Middle East
knows that Israel exercised hegemonic power in
that theater after the Seven Day War of 1967
The Yom KippurWar of 197.1, combined with
the Oil Embargo, helped to some extent to

TUT, TUT
by Edward Dew
"He gave his life for tourism." One usually
doesn't wait for three millenia or more for a
fitting epitaph.
But some people have
tremendous patience. Remember the doggerel
in Archy and Mehitabel? " Time, time.' says old
King Tut, 'is somethin' I aint got nothin' else
but.' "
The thesis I am arguing, however, is much

redress the balance of power. But not until King
Tut determined to make his personal mission
for peace, shuttling among the great urban
centers of the West in a silent, nonviolent
display of Egyptian grandeur, did the world
begin to pay its respects to this much-maligned
state ln> the wake of Camp David, and
someone's nomination of King Tut for the
Nobel Peace Prize, the Israelis found themselves humiliated. Their own counter-move for
recognition, "Colda," had closed after mixed
reviews, and the right-wing of the Likud refused

to let the Dead Sea Scrolls out of their sight
News commentators credit the Camp David
accords to the stubborn determination of
President |immy Carter, the openness of
President Anwar el-Sadat, and the ultimate
reasonableness of Prime Minister Menachem
Begin. But the historical records will undoubtedly add the name of King Tut to this
assemblage. With all Dew respect, I would
amend Steve Martin's epitaph to read: he
toured his life for peace!

Letters continued
of its financial
argument itself.

points,

the fallacy of

the

But I have serious reservations as to
whether these same prestigious institutions take
the time to help teach their students how to
think
Fortunately my pet theories are
somewhat immune from the charge of "ivory
tower academia" because I have sat side-byside with the MBA "hotshot" who, despite his
background, could focus only on the points
that he had been trained to notice Too bad for
the situation that required focus on a more
subtle point as the decisive factor, or the
situation which presented its problems out of
sequence with his training .
"This is in no way an indictment of accounting majors or the accounting profession.
One of the things I would do over at Fairfield if
I had the chance would be to take more accounting courses-. The apparent contradiction is
resolved when I add that I would not do so at
the expense of philosophy or theology or
speech!
Students, as they plan their vocational
preparation, should think seriously about this
graduate's experience, so should any committee which plans to "revitalize" the core, so
should our vocational counsellors
Sincerely.
Arthur R. Riel. )r
Professor of English

.«.!.-.

Orman Criticizes Article
Dear Editor:
I want to strongly protest the coverage by the
Mirror of the important nuclear energy debate
which took place on this campus. I attended
the panel that night and my experience of this
significant intellectual exchange in the Oak
Room does not at all correspond to your inept
coverage of the event
1) You have a front page story ("Nuke
Supporter Challenges Youth") in your Sept. 21,
1978 issue but there is no by-line. I am left to
assume, since it is the only story that does not
have a by-line, that the story is either a
Westinghouse Corporation press release or an
example of very biased reporting.
2) Westinghouse employee Elder was not the
only participant in the nuclear power debate
that night so why does he get all publicity and
airing of his pro-nuclear energy views? The story
certainly forgot to mention that the volunteer
program called Campus America which was
designed by Westinghouse to "dispel the myths
about nuclear energy" also is sponsored by
Westinghouse
To print one proponent's view in the highly
controversial and emotional value debate over
nuclear energy without presenting fair coverage
to the opponents of nuclear power plants is
unjust and sloppy journalism
To use an interview with a Westinghouse pronuclear energy employee to describe the

nuclear energy conference at Fairfield is
irresponsible I can only assume that no one
from the Mirror bothered to attend the panel.
How about a front page interview with
someone from the Clamshell Alliance? Now
that might even the score.

JohnOrman
Politics Department

Seeks Correspondence
Former New York City resident Kenny
"Cream" Johnson, presently incarcerated at
Eastern Correctional Facility, NY, seeks
correspondence with college students.
Although he would prefer correspondence with
females, he will accept letters from any interested college student. Send letters to:
Kenny Johnson
76-A-4624
BoxR
Eastern Correctional Facility
Naponoch, NY 12458
or contact the Mirror office
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United Way Drive To Find Yourself, Start
Kicks Off Today
At The Center
by Gigi Byron
A working mother needs a place
for her preschooler to stay while she
is at her job. A 14-year, old boy wants
someplace he can go after school to
play basketball. An elderly lady
needs a nurse to care for her a t home.
A handicapped man is trying to find a
job.
The United Way sponsors a
program that will teach him a skill,
then try to find him work. They also
fund a day care center for the
working mother, a boys club for the
teen age boy, and a visiting nurse
association for the elderly lady.
These are just a few examples of
areas where United Way can help.
The United Way can also help if you
need a lawyer, but can't afford one, if
you need a blood transfusion, or if
. you need career or family counseling.
How does it work? It works through
individuals and corporations who
contribute money, either in the form
of a one-time gift or a weekly pledge
based on their salary Over 90 percent of the money taken in by United
Way goes directly to the agencies
which need funding. In the Eastern
Fairfield area there are 103 programs
offered by 29 agencies which receive
funds from the United Way.
The United Way originated in
1887. Two ministers, a priest and a
rabbi joined efforts to conduct a
fund raising campaign. The model for
the modern United Way was founded
in 1913 in Cleveland, Ohio. It was
then that a budgeting program for
the allocation of campaign proceeds
was first developed. Soon other
communities realized that one fund
raising campaign was more efficient
than the multiple efforts they had
used previously.
Prior to the 1930s the financial
support
for
community
service
camoaigns was received primarily
frorir wealthy businessmen. Over the
years, though, the United Way has
come to depend increasingly on
contributions from ordinary citizens.
Fr.
George Mahan,
Executive
Assistant to the President of the
University, is serving as Co-chairman
of the educational division of Eastern
Fairfield County's campaign. He
reflects this philosophy of everyone

giving a little to add up ID ,I UI|
I he
beauty of the thing is thai those with
little help those with nothing," states
Fr. Mahan
He adds that, "the wonderful
overtone to the United Way is that it
not only helps the needy, but it also
brings people from all walks of life
together It is a mutual effort based
on mutual respect."
The six-week, area wide (Eastern
Fairfield
County),
United
Way
Campaign
officially
kicked
off
September 27. Last year they raised
$2,570 635. This year's goal is $2,700.
Campaign chairman, Richard FJodine,
said at the kickoff dinner that he
"hoped to go way past the set goal."
Fairfield University's campaign
drive officially starts today. The drive
will be headed by Dean William
Schimpf. Dr. James Mullin (English)
■ will be the faculty chairman; Mrs.
Catherine Antonio will serve as the
non-exempt
personnel
chairman;
Steve Fashihi (Macke foods) will
serve as Macke chairman and as
assistant chairman for the University;
Stephen Jakab will serve as chairman
of the administrative group; and
Steve Paulone and Cigi Byron will cochair the student campaign."
Fr.
Mahan pointed out that
"Fairfield came in ahead of any other
schools participating in the fund
raising drive. The University of
Bridgeport was just behind, though."
He also expressed his hope that
Fairfield will retain its number one
standing.
The student goal for this year has
been set at $1,000 Co-chairman,
Steve' 'Pavlone',.'feels that "if we
reach this goal, then we can really
feel like we are accomplishing
something in the community." The
student committee plans to host a
series of fund raising events, both on
thejr own and in conjunction with
other campus organizations
The United Way has long prided
itself in reaching out to so many
sectors of the community with so
many different forms of assistance.
Fairfield University hopes to be able
to do the same this year, and join
United Way leaders in boasting,
"Thanks to you it works."

Carnations For Consolation
by Dan Cronin
Isn't it sweet
that he remembers her carnations
every year —
they arrive on the right day,
at3:00p.m ;
another blossom for another year.
And isn't it clever
that this year
he only sent three,
as if to say,
"Time passes so quickly with you, my dear —
Can it truly be longer than three years?"
And isn't it remarkable-that he's chairman
of the parish committee
and that other committee
(what's it called)?
and still has time to sing in the church choir?

Now begins the job hunting season graduate they are seeking to place,
for seniors With three years of higher
Most undergraduate students are

education under their belts, Fairfield's budding professionals must
face the ultimate question "what do I
want to be when I grow up?" Most of
this undecided lot head directly for

not aware of the wide range of career
choices that are available to them in
their particular field of study The
Counseling Center has a file cabinet
full of career ideas. Each subject

willing to share their knowledge and
the benefit of their evpenenc e wrih

TRY FAIRFIELD'S NEWEST AND
MOST EXCITING LIQUOR STORE
at
i ifiUOfS
CirCI©

r

FREE DELIVERY
ALL WEEK!!

LOWEST PRICES AND
BEST SELECTION OF
BEER
WINE
LIQUOR

259-6007
CALL BEFORE
6:30 pm

MORE & MORE
CALIFORNIA JUGS
ARRIVING DAILY

and . ..

on Tuesday.

prominent .mil
who are quite

today's Fairfield students
It is onlv ,i lallaiv that the
Counseling Center direc Is most ot its
the Counseling Center, a very good (English,
History,
Economics,
attention toward assisting the Acplace to start
Management,
etc.)
is
filed
. counting and Business majors The
Buy why wait until senior year?! alphabetically and each subject file
counselors will help any student in all
Much of the pressure and difficulty is full of career ideas and information
majors who have the initiative to
of job hunting can be omitted by concerning that particular subject,
make themselves and their career
starting career research before the The files also contain some ingoals known to them. Out of the 33
senior year. Counselor Evelyn Taylor teresting and out of the ordinary
companies recruiting on campus
is astounded by the fact that students fields such as
Forestry,
Home
through February of 1979, 15 will
don't use their strong research skills Economics, and Hotel Management,
interview with people in all majors
in planning a career for themselves, just to name a few Information on
Provident
Mutual,
Woolworth,
Fairfield's required courses in the virtually every career imaginable is
Hammerill Paper, Proctor & Camble,
liberal arts provides every student contained in this file cabinet,
GAP Stores, and Irving Trust are
with the opportunity to do fairly
For those students going on to Law,
among the Companies interviewing
extensive scholarly research It is Medical, or other graduate schools,
on campus that are interested in
amazing how few students use their or just thinking about it,
the
hiring graduates of all majors.
researching skills in pursuing their Counseling Center provides a wealth
The counselors at the Center are a
academic goal - deciding upon a of information on schools and test
great help to seniors in setting up oncareer and finally, obtaining a good preparation For instance, if a student
campus interviews, instructing on
job that they will be happy with.
merely wants to know what the
composing a resume, and referring
At one point before senior year, GMAT's or the LSAT's are like, he can
students to open positions in various
every underclassman should go into easily pick up a brochure in the
firms, but it is "not an employment
the Counseling Center and make use Counseling Center
Most of the
agency", as Ms. Taylor stressed. She
of its well-stocked library on career counseling
and
information
on
added, "the students themselves
and/or graduate school information, graduate schools is handled through
have to assume quite a lot of
The Center contains shelves full of the various academic departments,
responsibility "
Last
year
the
pamphlets,
books
and
other each headed by an advisor. For inCounseling Center saw between 200
literature concerning career plan- formation on Law schools, Dr. I^atz
and 250 students and it managed to
ning, further education, the Civil would be the one to see, and for
place 100 of them in jobs.
Service and the armed foices. The information on Medical schools, Dr
The Counseling Center at Fairfield
literature is all up to date and is laid Ross serves as the advisor For less
offers the student a wealth of ideas
out in the open to permit students to specific information on graduate
and direction on career planning and
come in and browse at their leisure, schools and perhaps as an initial
job hunting but it is really up to the
The Center also provides recruiting place to begin in the search for the
individual student to research his
brochures from specific firms and right grad school, the Counseling
field, think about this own goals and
corporations. The brochures give Center can be quite helpful Evelyn
build his own future Career research
information on the firm and describe Taylor sees the Counseling Center as
is a process of picking, choosing, and
the type of college graduate the firm being an aid to the student coneliminating.
It is a process that
is interested in recruiting. Proctor & sidering further-education in that she
should begin before the senior year
Gamble, General Electric, Keebler and Father O'Neil "try to keep aware
Evelyn Taylor's advice to the unCompany,
Chevron,
Xerox,
J.C of the current trends, policies and
derclassmen is to "consider career
Penney and Pratt & Whitney among admissions criteria of grad schools."
planning as part of academic enseveral others, have provided the
The Counseling Center also offers
deavor — to research not only term
Counseling Center with recruiting an ALUMNI CAREER ADVISOR
papers but also careers. And most
brochures. It is easy and very PROGRAM. If an undergraduate
importantly to think about what you
beneficial for the underclassman wants to know more about a paryourself enjoy, and what skills you
who envisions him/herself to be ticular career or field, the Center will
enjoy using If underclassmen do
involved in the business world after arrange to set up an appointment
these things, then the interviewing
graduation, to thumb through these between the student and a Fairfield
and job hunting of their senior year is
brochures and get a feel for different alumnus , who is involved in that
going to be a lot easier."
firms and to find out what type of career or'field. Fairfield is credited

And isn't it charming
that he pats his dog while
watching the news
and reading the Saturday Evening Post

I hear he even says,
"I love you," to his wife,
every other week on Saturday
and twice a month to his children

with some very
successful alumni

USE OUR WINE WELL
ANY WINES
ANY SIZE
CHILLED IN
THREE MINUTES
J^
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Cross Sections
Nancy Clegg:
"I would be a professional
football player for "The
Brewsers."

Kathy Zutell and Sharyn Broadbin
This column has been compiled so that we students may become more aware of each other's
thoughts and attitudes Some questions in future columns will deal with controversial issues, while
others will be general such as this week's Anyone can and will be asked for opinions on subjects
which will affect you as a person as well as a student You might be sitting in the Stag-Her, walking
through the mailroom, or just hanging out in the Campus Center when you're asked to speak out
Please don't be afraid to share your thoughts And remember: don't be surprised if sometime,
somewherr, someone comes up to you and asks you to be in Cross-.Section.

Cindy Kingsbury:
"I'd be searching for the
most beautiful sunset and
then live under it."

Mike Robinson:
"Traveling cross-country or
in Europe."
Henry Hallinan:
"Working at a paying job. I
would be more concerned
with pay because if I wasn't
in school, I wouldn't know
what direction my future
would take."

If you yourself have any questions you
would like to see asked in Cross-Section,
please contact Sharyn: box 195

Kathy McAuliffe:
"I would probably be
working in the job I had
over the summer — doing
accounting for Exxon in the
city."
Flip Williams:
"Something in the business
field. But all my life I've
thought about going to
school, so I don't really
know."

Question: What do you
think you'd be doing if
you weren't if school
ngnt
right nowr
now?

Hugh Brennan:
p
"I'd be in a brewery inf
Ireland."

Beware Of The Commercial
Vacuum Cleaner
Plop! Plop! Fizz! Fizz! Oh what a
relief it is! Every American knows this
as the Alka-Seltzer jingle. To rue it is
just one of the many commercials !
have come to hate. We are all getting
pulled into the commercial vacuum
cleaner Today there is a product for
everyone. If you don't smell right or
drive a Cadillac you're out of. step.
Does the fate of America rest with
the underarm biggies?
It was always nice to hear children
■-o*-ito tho alnhshpt

Tr»H->*< than no'l

read, but they know "two all beet
patties,
special
sauce,
lettuce,
cheese, pickles on a sesame-seed
bun" by heart. Even Sesame Street is
losing ground to the commercials
Across the nation men are told
how to shave, where to shave and
what to slap on after they shave. And
slap they do Ex Heavyweight Joe
Louis doesn't last one round as he
KO's himself with aftershave lotion
It's amazing that men get to work
after a ihaup like that. To be a hit

with the ladies you must learn (to
whistle the Old Spice ditty or join the
merchant marines
Sound crazy?
Brace yourself. There's more trahs on
the way.
America is fighting an odor war.
The biggest battle takes place under
the arms. That's right, it is the antiperspirant campaign. It seems there
are more deoderants than pesticides.
I believe in hygiene. But roll-ons,
sprays, sticks, cremes, non aerosols:
Maybe it is time to begin "arms

^tefarte 3fot;

0th
"year;

I really enjoy my life as an Army
Nurse. And the salary is super."

ii

—CAPTAIN JOANNE HOPKINS
"I think I have a lot more
to men and women under the
opportunity to take a leaderage of 33, with BSN degrees.
ship position here. I feel
Every Army Nurse is an
special being in the military."
officer. Your pay is excellent,
If you'd
|^^
and you
like to join
F" ~"^^^
get 30 days
^
paid vacation
Joanne Hop- JtmW\\\W\ee^,
kins in the
■t£
J||||^g£5=
each year.
Sg/"^
And your
Army Nurse nf^ifl
Corps, here
\^ d£s
)
initial tour is
are a few
IjL /VJflF-^l
three years—
facts you
I I IWL — r-'J W
just enough
should know.
I' V^i gt"
™
to try the
Army nurs\i ^^£* j^\l
job on for
size.
ing is open
M^| W

^rii
1
i*i lip

DAT
MCAT
LSAT
"WAT
PCAT
OCAT
GRE
SAT

ECFMG
FLEX
VQE
NDB

TEST PREPARATION
ECIAUSTS SINCE 1938

These trucks move everything from
horses to houses And they are built
tough enough to lead a charge on the
Berlin Wall. But jumping sand dunes
on the back roads of Morocco is not
my idea of highway driving. Have
you had enough? | hope so. The
commercial vacuum cleaner works
best when we're not thinking. Let's
make sure the commercials never get
that chance.

FAIRFIELD PRINTING CENTER

—RESUMES—
Our Specialty

I. II
VAT/NLE

0

limitation talks" before we push the
aerosol button. Besides, doesn't
anyone take showers anymore?
The other odor war is on bad
breath
Television now has us
gargling and gurgling every morning
with mouthwash. Listerline leads the
list. It does everything but disinfect
and deoderize. Our old friend Scope
has given us a new excuse to send
your mother-in-law home. One swirl
of Lavoris and you're ready to lead a
revival at 7:00 in the morning Say, do
these rinses cure bad breath too? If
your intelligence can take it, stay
tuned.
Cars. It seems Americans would
trade their mothers for a new one.
There are cars for everyone Renee
julienne jumps bridges and crosses
rivers in a Fiat I don't want a Fiat to
jump bridges. It's tough enough just
changing lanes. For the cowboy-type
driver there is the tough pick-tip.

I

I
|

FREE use of our IBM Selectric to
Type Your Resume •
1191 Post Road • Fairfield
259-6888
THE FAIRFIELD

For more information about opportunities for Registered Nurses in the
Army Nurse Corps, write Army Nurse Opportunities, HQ NERRC, Fort
Meade, MD 20755. Or phone collect to 301-677-4891.

The Army Nurse Corps

Educational Center
Call Days Evenings I Weekends
101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven Ct. 06511
789-1169
and
BOO Silver Lene
E. Hartford, Ct. 06118

522-4162

For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

OPEN BOOK SHOP
Reasonable prices
Convenient location
Wide variety

27 Unquowa Rd., Fairfield Center, 259-1412
Near Community Theater,
Just minutes off campus.
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Arts & Entertainment
Art Show Proves Successful
by Carl Gustafson
This weekend the Southern New
England Invitational Art Exhibition
came to Fairfield University's Oak
Room and brought with if some of
the finest local talent this art lover
has ever had the pleasure to experience.
Sculptures, constructions, paintings and interpretations came and
intermingled
reaching
exciting
crescendos and bringing with them
soothing melodious interludes in a
symphony of color, design and
composition. As I began-my walk
through pleasurable movements at
7:30 I became so involved that I
stayed through 9:30 and was just
beginning to feel what each artist
was trying to tell me.
There were obvious show stoppers
as
Barkley
Hendricks
six
unbelievable works came to life right
before me His single work. Tuff Tony
had people looking twice to see who
let the tough street kid in. Poor
lighting was overcome by patient
interpretation and everyone stared at
this phenomenal work until he was

about to talk . . . and then the
movement ended and we eagerly
moved on to find out about the more
and different experiences that were
awaiting us.
The interpretational master of the
entire show was a woman whose
works left me breathless and weak
Ms. Jo Salwen whose credentials are
as impressive as her works, had this
to say when I came back down to
earth after experiencing her works:
"My work is energy and accident. I
feel all art should be psychological,
philosophical as well as aesthetic.
Life forms appear before me and I
just let the energy flowing out of me
do what it will with the paint . . .
Everything in life is the same, its just
the way the dice are tossed that
determines whether we are animal or
vegetable. When you realize that
everything in life is a different
combination of the same chemicals
then you can understand why I allow
my own energy to form. I don't paint
in interpretation, interpretation is for

I was walking away still not
believing that I met the women who
could create works as moving as the
ones I had felt, and just felt good
about life when
the symphony

f

played on.
The show runs through Monday,
Oct. 9, and I highly recommend it for
everyone as something to be experienced, even if you don't often go
to art shows or still think they are for
weirdos, take time for just this one
show, I think you'll be surprised with
art and maybe yourself for the
symphony will play on, I hope that
you're able to hear the music . .

y=

the observer."

The Unique 'Hobbit'
by Elisa Loprete &
Eileen Bergin
On Friday, September 29, a troupe
of mystical puppets came to life on
the stage in Conzaga Auditorium.
The Hutsah Puppet Theatre performed an original adaptation of The
Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. There were
two showings, one
another at 9:00 p.m.

at

4:00

and

Tolkien's fantasy is the tale of a
happy-go-lucky, little people called
hobbits It is the story of a typical
hobbit. Bilbo Baggins, and his incredible adventure.
Through an
unexpected encounter with a wizard.
Bilbo is sent on a journey with four
avenging
dwarves.
These
expeditioners seek
to regain
the
treasures stolen from their ancestors
by a monstrous dragon, Smaug
In the course of their travels the
little group is confronted by trolls
and
elves,
goblins
and
wood

creatures, a slimy hissing lizard, a
wicked hairy spider and eventually
the fire-breathing dragon
After
Smaug is eliminated in an assault on
the
local
village,
the dwarves
triumphantly
reclaim
their .lost
wealth Bilbo returns home to The
Shire with a magical souvenir of his
adventure. During his visit with the
lizard, the hobbit obtains the One
Ring of Power which renders him
invisible at will.
The Hutsah's presentation, unlike
"Punch and Judy" puppet shows, was
truly believable Its closing scenes
were particularly moving. The show's
credibility was enhanced greatly by
its lighting, scenery and sound effects. But, the puppets being lifesized and quite personable were
themselves most "real."
Elaborate set construction and
frequent backdrop changes provided
an appropriate aura and a continuity
which avoided monotony. The audio

BOOKS

Werritt Book

SOCIAL STATIONERY

GREETING CARDS

•

14E34 PDST RDAD

•

FAIRFIELD, CDNNECTICUT D643D

• TELEPHONE 255-D65B

FABULOUS CLEARANCE SALE
30 - 50% off <jndmore
on paperbacks & hardbacks.

system consisted of an original sound
track including the dialogue of the
puppets, and the theme song. The
record also included such minute

Hustle Lessons

M

up to six
people for the
price of one

«fl
Jlrthur'kjflurray
"We change people into couples."

703 Post Rd., Fairfield
Call Now 255-2442

details as the buzzing of bees,
babbling brooks, stomping feet,
thunder storms, even the clanging of
steel during a sword fight.
Manipulated from below,
the
puppets were visible only from the
waist
up.
The
puppeteers
maneuvered behind a six foot curtain
above which the puppets appeared
The dragon is the prime example of
the intricacy and versatility of the
puppets
Smaug's
fiery
breath,
luminous eyes and eery appearance
were frightening. But the fact that his
colossal size with extended, wings,
encompassed the full width of the
stage was most awesome.
The Hutsah Puppet Theatre is a company with seven members, one
lighting technician and six puppeteers. The originator of the group.
Rusty Steiger, also created their
version of The Hobbit. and composed
the entire sound track including the
theme
music.
Working out
of
Chicago, these talented professionals
are currently touring the United
States during the spring and Jail
Sidelines to their present occupation
include television commercials and
light show design for the popular
rock group, Heart.
The four o'clock showing was
poorly attended, while the later
performance was more popular
However, both audiences thoroughly
enjoyed this unique presentation
One four year old boy admitted to
finding the show "a li'l scary," but
liked it "a lot." The Hobbit was
attended and enjoyed by people of
all ages, which proves that each of us
needs such an escape every now and
then

NAUTILUS CAFE
1144 REEF RD.

Fiction, poetry, sociology & psychology.
All stationery & greeting cards
off

50%

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
FREE HOT DOGS!!!
9-14 PvAA,
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The Forties'Come Back
by Mary Anne Blaszlzak
Second in a series of three, Claude
McNeal's "The F-orties" (now showing
at the Downtown Cabaret Theatre of
Uridyeport) shows the development
of
a
country
coming out of
depression and preparing for war
The jubilation of the rising economy
was soorT overshadowed by the
beginning of World War II This
transition in mood is skillfully shown
by
Stanley
Wietrzychowski's
arrangement of the 40s popular
melodies.
Spotlighted are the comical vocal
of Jerry Panatieri in "Three Little
Fishes", Patricia Hemenway's impression of Pattie Andrews and her
torchy version of "Dear Mr. Gable —
You Made Me Love You", and of
course
Walter
Hallenborg's
vocalization of "It's Been A Long,

Long Time" The audience tapped
their feet and sang along in appreciation of such favorites as "In
The Mood", "Apple Hlossom Time,"
and "New York, New York." Special
response was given when Tink
Matzek belted out the opening bars
of "The Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy of
Company B ."
The second act was devoted
primarily to the "war songs" Written
to inspire patriotism and courage
then, they still remain potent today
For when "There's A Star Spangled
Banner Waving Somewhere" by
Walter Hallenborg', "White Cliffs of
Dover" by Patricia Hemenway and
Tink Matzek, and "When the Lights
Co On Again" by the entire cast were
sung you could feel the power, pride
and hope that was and still is
America

Once again,
the performance
given by the cast was matched by
that of the musicians, Stanley and
Amy Wietrzychowski, Fenton Burke,
and Ron Laudicina Choreographer
lerry Panatieri deserves thanks for his
entertaining samples of the jitterbug,
rhumba, and conga. Mary Miko's
choice in costume effectively understates the performers yet renders
that added touch of realism.
,
The combined efforts of cast and
crew yield an evening of en-

Left to right Tink Matzek Patricia Hemenway & Judy Lisi as
Andrew Sisters in "The Forites"

Playhouse Opens 78 Season
by Katherine Jannach
Twenty years ago a dirty useless
garage
was
converted
into
a
playhouse. Since that conversion the
works of Shakespeare, Miller, Ibsen,
Brecht and a host of prominent
Eropean and American Playwrites
have come alive to the delight of the
Fairfield audience. This season will
be no exception
Hammers pounding, the smell of
fresh paint and saw dust in the air are
evidence of the activities taking
place day and night at the playhouse.
The Fairfield University's Drama
Center's 1978-79 theatrical season is
in full swing with the musical
production "She's Our Man." The
play, set in late 19th Century America
is based on the truelife story of
Victoria Woodhull, the first woman
to run for president of the US

As a vital outlet for the lively arts,
the Fairfield University Playhouse
has
traditionally
attracted
the
creative talents of the Student body
and Fairfield Community "She's Our
Man" is an original musical play. The
Books and lyrics are by Eilleen
Wilson and music by Barbara Reis,
both of whom are Westport residents.
The male lead is played by a Fairfield
Student, Kevin Williams, while the
female lead is played by Miriam
Cordon, a Westport resident. The
production staff, headed by director
Robert Emerich is a combination of
student and community talents By
producing an original musical such as
"She's Our Man", Fairfield University
Drama Center is in the mainstream of
the current dramatic direction in the
United States According to director
Robert Emerich: "The place for the
new playwrite to see and experiment
with works is on the collegiate level."
The production of the musical drama

Billy Joel Returns

1

when the lights came on, there was
Billy )oel at the piano singing the

Billy )oel came back to Connecticut last week and judging by the
crowd's reaction he is back as a
superstar.
On Tuesday September 26, WPLR
and WOMN presented Billy Joel on
his Cross Country Concert at the New
Haven Coliseum
Almost one year ago from today,
Billy loel was here at Fairfield and
within that time, he has become one
of the most popular singers in the
country Proof of this statement can
be found in his recent record sales of
his album "The Stranger."

song "The Stranger,"
Right from the beginning one
could sense the electricity in the
audience |oel took command of this
excitement immediately and brought
the people to their feet a number of
times with such songs as, "Only The
Good Die Young," ("Catholic girls
start much too late.">) and "Piano
Man "
Although of superstar status, Billy
|oel has not lost his "feel" for the
audience. Sympathizing with them as
to what he felt was poor acoustics in
the coliseum, loel referred to it as "A

*
Thurstill8p.m.
Bridgeport Fri till 8 p.m. *
*
*

Army & Navy Store

NATURAL FOODS AND
HERB SHOP
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NOW OPENED
39 Unquowa Rd. Next To The Community
Theatre, Al F.U. Students Entitled To 10%
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Oak

Room,

AO-

MOVIE:

World War II", Gonzaga Auditorium
7:30 P.M., Admission $1 00

Sunday 10/8, "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance. Kid",
Conzaga
Auditorium, 7:30 P.M., Admission is

Trivia Contest:

free
Monday 10/9, "Midsummer's Night
Dream", Conzaga Auditorium, 7:30
l'.M . Admission is J1.00

rhurs. 10/5 and Fri. 10/6, "All this and

Thursday 10/12
- Rock MUSK
Appreciation Night, Campus Center
Oak Room, 8-10 p.m Admission is
free.
the limelight Richie Cannata
some excellent solos on the tenor and
soprano saxes. The talented Cannata
also played the flute, organ, and
clarinet.
Overall Billy Joel was at his best;
whether he was Singing, shadow
boxing around the stage or doing a
piano solo.
The audience reacted equally as
well and their reward was four encores, including^ "Say Goodbye To
HollyWood"
and
the
famous
"Captain Jack" to end the night.

INSTANT I.D. PHOTOS
FOR STUDENTS

1

Black & White Chemical
FAIRVIEW CAMERA SHOP
2189 Black Rock Tpke
fl.'M-'il??

MIRO FARMS
Fresh Fruits
&
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
•—JEairfiaJd
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TRIDENT RECORDS
• LARGE SELECTION OF HEAD GEAR IN •
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS AND TAPES •

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB.
BUY 10 GET ONE FREE!!!
i| 57 UNQUOWA RD.
'FAIRFIELD

255-1838
"** w

(Near Community Theatre)

!!
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OCTOBER SUPER SAVERS
Seagram's 7 80 proof . .

155 E. MAIN ST.
BRIDGEPORT
M 5-4345

Center

Sat 10/7 & Sun. 10/8, Appalachian
Festival, Cymnasium, 10:00 AM -6:00
P.M., $1.25 Admission, Children 75<T

Joel also introduced a number of
new songs which will be in an album
to be released in a couple of weeks.
One of the songs called "My Life"
was an excellent piece which Joel
said "is something similar to 'Anthony's Song.'" Two other more
"mellow" songs were "Honesty" and
"Sansaba."
Aside from playing the piano, Joel
also moved to various parts of the
stage to play the electric keyboards

and synthesizers
Billy Joel was not the only one in

|* Levi and Lee, Jeans and Corduroys
only '13.95 (straights and flares)

143t POST RD. EAST, WESTPORT
ISS-tOM Opp. W.stport Bowling Lanes

Friday 10/6-Monday 10/9, Southern Campus

New England invitational Art Show, mission is free, 10:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.

giant
bus
depot."
Joel
also
apologized to a section of the
audience which was facing his back,
accepted various gifts from the
audience, shook hands with many
people, and acknowledged those
who had seats way in the back..

{-NEW LOCATION -1439POST RD.EAST,WESTPORT*

...Bring the Troops

SPECIAL EVENTS:

and acting."
In regard to the current musical
production
"She's
Our
Man,"
Emerich feels especially fortunate to
have found Barbara Reis, who
composed the music for the play He
stated: "She writes music that is in.
the school of the really great writers
of musical comedies "
Mr. Emerich finds the play to be
particularly pertinent to today's
audience, because it deals with
women's rights, a subject which is
more familiar to today's audience,though virtually unheard of in the
late 19th Century Victoria Woodhull,
while running for the presidency, was
very out-spoken in her demands for
women's rights. It is interesting to the
20th Century audience that womens
Lib is so late in coming, when women
like Victoria Woodhull were fighting
for women's rights in the 19th
Century

TKQ
mrtr-tirt opened
nrionoH with
with echoes
prnnP of
The concert
whistling pervading the coliseum and

by Mike Navarre

Coming Events

form
is
particularly
attractive
because "it engages all the lively
arts, dance, music, lyric, pantamime
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Sloan School of Management of
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology, where he was president
of his class at Sloan, Mr. Miles is a
member of the Board of Trustees of
the So.ciety of Sloan Fellows

Trustees
continued from p. 1
post to accept the presidency of St
Louis University next year, and accepted routine reports of its committees on Finance, Student Affairs,
Academic
Affairs,
and
College
Preparatory School.

The Philadelphia native, elected to
the Fairfield University Board of
Trustees in 1973, served last year as
chairman of the board's Development and Public Relations Committee

The
board's
newly
elected
chairman, Mr. Miles, was recipient of
a B.A. in business administration
from Gettysburg College. He joined
the IBM Corporation as a data
processing sales trainee and advanced
through
several
sales
positions before becoming a senior
account representative specializing
in systems design, service and
management for the manufacturing
industry.
In 1963 he was named a contract
representative at the firm's corporate
headquarters, and was later elevated
to director of contracts and licensing
and then director of Commercial
Development, where he headed a
staff of 300 and was responsible for
contract,
patent,
licensing
and
acquisiting activities.
In 1972 Mr. Miles left IBM to
become
president
and
chief
executive officer of the University
Patents, Inc., in Stamford, a service
company
which
promotes
the
development
of
patented
and
patentable new technologies. As a
patent service and licensing agent for
the inventors of new technologies,
the company arranges in behalf of
inventors for commercial firms to
undertake research and development, manufacturing and marketing
activities.
University Patents is the exclusive
licensing agent for the University of
'llinois Foundation and also includes
/arious other major universities
imong its clients.
Also the recipient of an M.S. in
m.in.igement from the Alfred P.

Of the newly elected trustees, Fr
Coughlin returns to the board after
having served as a trustee previously
from 1964-76 Earlier this month he
was named rector of the Fairfield
Jesuit community by appointment of
Rev. Pedro Arrupe, S.J., general of
the Jesuit order in Rome.
He joined the Fairfield faculty in
1954 in what was then the Graduate
Department of Education, and served
also as chairman of the Department
of Education. In 1962 he was named
dean of the undergraduate College of
Arts and Sciences, and four years
later assumed the duties of academic
vice president and dean, the chief
academic administrative position at
the university.
A native of Boston, Fr. Coughlin
was graduated from Boston College
in 1940 with a B.A. in the classics. He
entered the Society of Jesus in 1940
at the Shadowbrook novitiate in
Lenox, Mass., and was ordained in
1951 at Weston College, a divsion of
Boston College also located in Lenox.
Fr. Coughlin received an M.A in
philosophy in 1945 and a Licentiate
in sacred theology in 1952 from
Weston College, and pursued graduate work in education at Fordham
University from 1953-55. He taught at
the
Jesuit-operated
Cranwell
Preparatory School in Lenox and at
Cheverus High School of Portland,
Me., before joining the Fairfield
faculty in 1954.
Since 1975 the chairman of the
Board of Trustees of St. Peter's
College in Jersey City, N.J., he was

U. Council Elections
and responsibilities of RA's to the
relocation of the baseball diamond.
The student members of the
Council are chosen by the student
body president and instated upon the
approval of the Student Legislature.
G.gi Byron, Mary Ann Daily, and
Denise Dzurec have been approved
by the Legislature for service on the
Council. John Stuart, recently chosen
by Student Body President Vinny
O'Brien to replace an earlier candidate, has yet to be approved by the
Legislature

Administrative

Dr. Katz, of Fairfield, is chairman
of the Department of Politics. He
holds Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts
and PhD degrees from New York
University
He holds a Bachelor of Arts
summa cum laude from Adelphi
University, Garden City, New York,
and a Master of Arts and Ph D. from
the State University of New York at
Binghamton. He is a member of the
College Art Association of America.
Mrs. Sideleau, a Trumbull resident,
joined the Fairfield faculty in 1970.
Currently a candidate for an Ed D
degree at the Teacher's College at
Columbia University, Mrs. Sideleau
holds a Master of Science in Nursing

continued from P

a

trustee

of

Boston

Joining Fr Coughlin on the board is
Mr. Goodspeed, who was elected
vice president of the People's Savings
Bank of Bridgeport in 1967, became a
trustee of the bank the following
year, and was elected president in
1971. He has additionally served as
the bank's chief executive officer
since 1975.
A native of Newton, Mass., he
received a B.A. in 1943 from Yale
University and two years later was
recipient of the LL.B. from the Yale
Law School
Mr. Goodspeed began his career
with the Bridgeport law firm of
Pullman,
Comley,
Bradley
and
Reeves in 1945, and five years later
was named a partner
The banker is a director of the
National Association of Mutual
Savings Banks, Mutual Institutions
National Transfer System, and the
Savings Bank Life Insurance Company, and a member of the Consultative Committee of the International Savings Banks Institute.
He formerly was chairman of the
National Association of Mutual
Savings Banks, president and director
of the Savings Bank Association of
Connecticut and chairman of its
Legislative Committee, and was a
director of the Mutual Investment
Fund of Connecticut and of the
Savings Banks Housing Corporation
of Connecticut.
Long active in civic, community
and philanthropic affairs, Mr. Goodspeed is presently chairman and
director
of
Connecticut
Family
Health Care, vice president and
trustee of the Goodspeed Opera
House Foundation, member of the
Bridgeport Economic Coordinating
Commission, and a director of
Bridgeport
Hospital,
Bridgeport
Hydraulic
Company,
United
Illuminating
Company
and
the
Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston.

conttnu ed from p. 1, col. 3

members

are

appointed by the University president
and generally serve as long as they
want the post or until they sare
replaced by the president. In addition
to Dean Schimpf, John Hickson, Vice
President in charge of Business and
, Finance, and Fr. Henry Murphy, S.J.,
Dean of Freshmen will carry over this
year as numbers of the Council.
Provost John Barone, having recently
assumed the additional duties of
Academic Vice President, felt that he
no longer had the time to serve on

Faculty Promotions

previously
College

3

from Yale University and a Bachelor
of Science in Nursing from the
University of Bridgeport.

the Council and has resigned. He wil
be replaced by Director of Alumni
Relations Michael Canniz/aro.
Faculty members of the University
Council generally serve two year
terms and two faculty members are
elected each year, but because of a
quirk in the workings at the faculty
end of the Council, all four faculty
positions were open for election this
year. Elected were Barbara Crutchlow of the Nursing School, Paul I. Davis of the History Department, Dr. Edward Dew of the Political Science
Department and Dr Patricia Jenkins
of the English Department. Crutchlow and Davis will only serve one
year terms so that the original election schedule may be reinstated.

She has served as staff nurse,
counselor and instructor at St.
Vincent's Hospital, Bridgeport, as a

Steve Motta
Well, the 1978 baseball season is finally over, and it couldn't have come at a
better time Now is the time where only those brave enough to publicly predict
should step forth and plunge into the Playoff, picture This year seems to be a
carbon copy of 1977, with all four teams (Phila and Los Angeles in the
National, and Kansas City and New York in the American) reaching the
playoffs once again But, will the results be comparable to 1977? Will the
Yanks and Dodgers square off once again for the Fall Classic? The answers lie
ahead . ..
In the National League, two totally different stories made the headlines this
summer Here were the Phillies, a team with power and pitching, holding a
commanding lead throughout the year. It took them until Sept 30 before they
decided that they wanted to play in October But, it only matters now what
they can muster vs. the Dodgers, and believe me, it's plenty
At bat, the Phils boast one of the most powerful sluggers in the game in Greg
Luzinski, who slammed 35 round-trippers to go with 101,RBI's. Larry Bowa
(.294) and Garry Maddox (.286) are the Phils' mainstays, and the Phillie defense
kept them in front with superior statistics.
Steve Carlton, Dick Ruthven, and Larry Christenson form a fine three-man
rotation for the Playoffs, and when in trouble, manager Danny Ozark can call
upon the most awesome bullpen in all of baseball, led by Rawley Fastwick and
Tug McCraw
The Dodgers, unlike the Phils, coasted into the Playoffs for the second
straight season. Led by clean-shaven and extra-cute Steve Garvey (20 Hrs, 113
RBI's and .317 BA) and mean but keen Reggie Smith (29, 93, .295), LA should
have no trouble putting points on the board They led the league in batting
with a .264 mark, and speedy Dave Lopes used some power this season to blast
17 over the fence.
Pitching? Well, that's where the Dodgers did it all this year, as they led the
National League in wins with 96, and in FRA with a scant 3 14. Bert Hooten (1920, 2.71 ERA) led the staff, and was supported by Doug Rau, Tommy John, and
nasty Don Sutton, who shared 46 wins between them.
It doesn't look like the Phils can even come close to the Dodgers this series,
and that's because they won't Look for the Dodgers in four.
In the American League, there is no truth to the rumor that Kansas City hired
a gunman to get Lyman Bostock, but the Royals seemed to have needed some
sort of crisis to get out of some sloppy play after the All-Star break K.C.
needed the red-hot bat of famous Amos Otis (22 HRs, 97 RBI's 299) to push
them across the top, but the Royals have a strong lineup throughout Brett,
White, Cowens, and McRae aren't a new rock group, but the combo scored
enough runs to get more than a few fans screaming
The pitching staff of K.C. is once again adequate, but nothing more. They
have two fine starters in Dennis Leonard (21-17) and Paul Splittorf (19-1.3), but
this year's ace was Larry (16-4, 2.79) Gura, who hasn't reached those numbers
since grade school
The Yankees needed to win seven of their last eight at the end of the 1978
campaign to hold off the desperate Red Sox, but with that the Bombers
climbed to 100 wins for the second straight year The Yankee attack is led by
"sweet" Lou Piniella, whose 315 BA was good for 4th in the league Thurm
Munson also reached the .300 mark, doing that for the fourth straight year
Power is supplied by Graig Nettles and friend-to-all Reggie Jackson, who
combined for 54 over the wall.
The strong spot for New York, however, lies in the pitching, where a minute
3.13 ERA led the majors. Ron Guidry (25-3. 1.72 FRA, 25/ K's) led the staff, and
was joined in the 20-win club by PR Ed Figueroa The big story in the staff has
been Cat Hunter, whose 12-6 record makes the Royals wonder if it'll be worth
taking the field this fall. Look for the big three on the Yanks to take one
apiece, and for the Yanks to make it in the Series a little easier this year, in 4
over the Royals
The Yanks and Dodgers, huh? Sounds like a broken record.
(ED. note: This column was ready for printing by Sunday October 1, well
before the Playoffs had even begun).

HOUSE AFFAIRS
Consignment Shop Sells
Household Goods Reasonably
dishes, pots, furniture,
lamps, etc.
Check us out!!
2090 Blk. Rock Tpke. 335-3870

WADE PACKAGE STORE
264 WADE STREET
(Corner of Ward Ave. 2nd Wade St.
Permittee, Pat Sorrentino
We Deliver in Unmarked Sedans
Business Phone 368-4143

consultant in Health Education to the
Trumbull Board of Education, and as

We have
• SHEET MUSIC
• MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
• ACCESSORIES
255-2881
1863 Post Road Fairfield CT

a therapist at the Trumbull Counseling Center
She is one of four author/editors of
a newly published college textbook,
"Comprehensive
Psychiatric
Nursing"
which
according
to
its
publisher, McCraw Hill,, appears
likely to become a best-seller The
book is supplemented by a quarterly
journal which updates the original
text.

GOLD BEER and WINE

BUDWEISER

CoJ cuJ aJ-o KS * Accesso ries

Killington

for real Italian food in Fairfield
Lasagna • Manicotti
Ravioli • Spaghetti
|
APIZZA • GRINDERS
• Eggplant • Veal Parmesian • Antipasto 8

§
8
o

110% FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT DISCOUNT |
170 Post Rd.
Call 259-7816
woooc«ooooooooeeo«)«oeoooooeco©ooooocoo<S

\ou-r hair-field Uniaet^s'rfy Ocolcs-fWeNoui Carries a. I i ne of -Pine quod rfy

SKI SPECTACULAR. 79

LUIGiTS APKZA
AND RESTAURANT

For Mon. Thurs. Delivery Call Before ST:00 p.m.
1st Delivery at 9:00p.m.
2nd Delivery at 10:00 p.m.
_

WANTED
College Students to
Coordinate

Mount Snow
Sugarbush
Smugglers' Notch

by Texas Tns-fmr>?en~fs"

Q

h

Hewlett PcLckccrA-({hMkRoyaLoFGJcul<&rs)
you. will -Pincl T^arMKese proc/uc-f s
uJi'll help u)t-tk_ solwna mcuay
Maxhewarf-icaJ frobJerns-especia-ll\J

Featuring
The Bud Cup Racinq Series
For more information concerning
our Campus Marketing Program
ar.d opportunities to earn Free
trips ana/or Commission,
Contact:
United Inter-Collegiate Ski
Association
4040 S. 28th Street
Arlington, VA. 22206
(703) 578-3322
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Inside Intramurals
by Johnny Cannon

Kevin Collins has done it again For
the second consecutive year the fall
softball league fie runs is a success.
The league which is composed of
sixteen teams wasted no time in
starting and has been playing for two
- weeks already Action should continue right through World Series time
The league had to be limited to
sixteen teams, so a six-game schedule
could be completed before the
weather gets too cold "I had to turn
several teams away, "which is a
shame, but there was nothing I could
really do about it," seated Collins
The leagues' popularity has grown
and it could be attributed to the lack
of fall intramural alternatives. "We
started the league because we really
did not want to play football
Besides, there is no reason why we
shouldn't have one," said Commissioner Collins
Collins received money last year
from the commuter club This year,
the Commuter Club did not have
enough money to support the league
and Collins went to [-USA for
financial help They did receive some
money but it is barely enough
Kquipment, trophies, and umpires
must be paid for. so an entry fee of
five dollars per team is required to
offset costs

This year,

the

league

has

four

divisions with four teams in each The
four winners will play a two out of
three series to determine the finalists
The finalists will then square off in
another best of three series
Being the commissioner isn't the
only thing Kevin does. He also plays
on Achilles AC. the preseason
favorites to take the title Right now
his team is tied for first place in
Division I with the Scarlet Knights.
When asked for some names of the
better players on the team, Collins
only reply was, "They're all good."
I he Scarlet Knights will try to prove
they deserve the division title when
they play this weej<.
D.O.A.B. is leading Division II with
an undefeated record (3-0), which
many consider a
surprise,
but
D.O.A.B is not surprised Catcher
Barney l.evantino commented, "We
are essentially the same team as last
year, but with a few important
changes." D.O.A.B. is led by, Matt
Beesley at shortstop, left fielder Jim
Costkowski, Dan "Kong" Gettens,
and second baseman Carlos Bolivar
S.O.M.F. is also undefeated (2-0) and
hoping to knock D.O.A.B. from the
undefeated ranks
The Gary Gilmore Fan Club tops
Division

III

and

is

noted

by Pat Reap
Fairfield's baseball team split a
doubleheader
Saturday
with
Quinnipiac
College,
edging
the
Braves 5-4 in the first, while being
devastated 12-4 in the nightcap With
only one week remaining in the fall
"exhibition" season, the Stags' record
stands at 6-8 The next game will be
against St lohn's University today, at
St. Johns
The Stags jumped on Quinnipiac
right off the bat in the first inning, as
outfielder Sean Brophy's single was
followed by Mike Beaudoin's infield
hit. Leftfielder Steve Tutuny laced a

triple to right, scoring Brophy and
Beaudoin easily. Tutuny had a
perfect three for three day at the
plate, while driving in three runs, to
give freshman Jim Kenning his
second victory of the year Kenning
was aided by relief pitcher Ron
Throupe, who pitched the final three
innings in recording his first save.
Unfortunately, Fairfield moundsmen were shelled in the second
game, giving up fourteen hits to
Quinnipiac. Outfielder Bob Wright
delivered two hits in three at bats,
and Pete Ciardiello drove in a pair of
Stag runs

Girls' Tennis Victorious
by Karen Pi//utn
On s,itiinl.!\
n j;U ii:i;i-i 30th,
Fairfield's women s
tennis team
scored an impressive victory over the
University of Hartford. In the first
three matches, there were hard losses
suffered by Sophomores Li/ Seebode,
and (eannine Cusolito, and Senior
Karen Cribben. Karen's match was a
tough one; with Karen losing in the
final set.
As the day went on, however,
things began to look up for the team.
Co-captain Mary Li/ Kern, and her
doubles partner, Maureen Lee, did a
great job holding off Univ. of Hart-

runs," commented Gillmore second
baseman Kevin Donavan
Steve
Giordano,
Dave
Buff one,
Steve
Dragocevich, and Pat Carter lead the
hitting attack Northwest 4 is close on
Gillmore's trail
Division IV is up for grabs with The
Wild Knights'and the Test Fagles'tied
for first place Both still have four
games remaining, so after this week it
will be easier to tell who will be the
front runner
Football intramurals have started
but with a few new changes. The first
difference deals with the number of
teams playing. The league's team
total has doubled since last year,
with the biggest increase in the
number of women's teams participating This year the number is up
from four to ten. The second change
has to do with the number of players
on the field It has dropped from 22
to 16. This has opened the game for
much more offense. Opening night
had a classic match-up on the
schedule with two well known
powerhouses S.O.M.F. and team
Gon/aga squaring off. The two were
so evenly matched, the score ended
in a tie

for its

Stag Nine Splits

ford, and winning their match 6-4; 64. Freshman Terry Ralston had a fine
win — beating her opponent in two
sets — 6-2; 6-2. She played an exciting, match, and has much to be
proud of.
The second doubles match proved
to be successful, also. Freshmen Lissa
Tuffin and Linda Tricomi played a
tremendous match against the pair
from Hartford. Although the girls'
spirits seemed to drain a few times,
they were cheered on by Coach
O'Mara, and the spectators, and their
determination resulted in a strong
performance, and victory!

Congratulations!
MM

aniel Keegan

powerful hitting attack "It's a good
thing our ball club can hit and score

Field
Hockey
Ends in Tie
Fairfield University's women field
hockey team battled Barrington
College of Rhode Island to a
scoreless tie, in their first game of the
season. Allison DeGroot starred as
goalie in the impressive debut, as she
repeatedly turned back Barrington
scoring threats. Head Coach Grace
Greene had to be pleased with the
team's performance, while left wing
Eileen
Noonan
commented.
"Considering this was our first game,
and Barrington's fourth, we can't be
too disappointed." Senior captain
Chris Newhall came closest to
scoring for the stags, but her shot
went wide at the last moment.
The squad's game versus Wesleyan
this past Tuesday was not available
in time for publication, and the
women's team will battle King's Point
at 3:30 this Tuesday.

Student Activists Wanted. Earn
Money full time or part time while
expanding your consumer and
environmental background aiding
Connecticut Action Group. The
State's most progressive mass
based organization.

Due to the nature and structure of present day Inter-collegiate competition
it is increasingly difficult to understand the term: amateur. Webster's Seventh
New Collegiate Dictionary-defines an amateur as "one who engages in a
pursuit, study, science, or sport as a pastime rather than a profession " This
restrictiveness of this definition is perceived even at Fairfield University.
Granted, our basketball prowess can not be categorized with such big
names as Kentucky, Marquette, or Notre Dame. Nevertheless, afl of the
athletes involved share one common element. They can be considered both
students and employees of the university which they attend. Every afternoon
when they set out for practice at their respective gyms it is as if they are going
to a part-time job. As senior basketball co-captain Mark Young explains, "one
day at practice coach told us to think of this as our job and act accordingly "
The validity of this can not be denied, nor can it be criticized. These
basketball players, or football players, whatever the case maybe have a
special and marketable talent which entitles them to a unique privilege,
namely, the opportunity to receive additional educational training with little
or no cost involved.
The problem is not that simple.^Some schools do not adhere to the
educational privilege and extend various other luxuries to their athletes.
Currently, in Washington DC. there are congressional hearings underway
involving the NCAA. These proceedings are designed to determine if some
student-athletes are treated preferentially
Fairfield University's size and Jesuit tradition act as a built in«monitor to
avoid
any
bvious acts of violating the special meaning attached with amateurism. As
assistant basketball coach Brendan Shur explained so well in a recent interview, "at Fairfield we have the very purest form of amateur athletics. Our
players are students first and athletes second. We believe we have a special
type of basketball player here and would not want to lost it." This is clearly a
refreshing attitude as it is an attempt to keep the proper perspective on
amateur sports rather than viewing it as strictly a matter of dollars and cents
Hopefully, as Fairfield University continues to expand and increase its
enrollment this tradition will not go proportionately in the opposite direction
It will not be an easy task for Fairfield to uphold the tradition of "sound
mind sound body" in the future as bigness sometimes has a tendency to loosen
morals and lessen pride. Case In point: some of Fairfield's fellow Jesuit schools
have been upgrading their athletic programs in the recent past. Boston
College's football team has been playing such national powerhouses as Notre
Dame and Texas, and Georgetown's basketball team seems to get stronger
every year.
Blatant examples of disregarding the desire to keep college sports at an
amateur level exist at last years basketball national champion Kentucky.
Recently a $800,000 athletic facility was constructed for the basketball team.
This dormitory which is more along the lines of a condominium contains a
half-basketball court, a Nautilus fitness center, and assorted other luxurious
facilities. Immediately these athletes are separated from the remainder of the
student body and treated in a special manner unlike the majority of students.
"At Fairfield our basketball players live normally among the rest of the
students and are subject to the same food everyone else must eat", says Shur.
Perhaps Young summed up the whole matter best when he, in his admirable
down to earth way said, "if we really wanted we could probably be given
special treatment in certain areas, but I don't want it. I just want to be treated
like everyone else."
i
Unfortunately, it is obvious that we as a society are detaching from the
concept of the true amateur athlete and are more interested in bigness and
national champions who achieve success through transcript fixing and
providing extraordinary accommodations for their alleged amateur athletes
Controversy exists now on the professional level that there is more publicity
attributed to how much a player is receiving as a salary, of what owner is
battling publicly with his manager, than to what is actually happening on the
field. Thus, as long as the trend continues toward "championship by checkbook" amateurism as a tradition will continue to disappear.

LIQUOR BARREL FEA TURES NEW
PARTY LINES IN OUR NEW PARTY CENTER.
* Crystaline Disposable Plastic Cocktail Cups
25/9 oz.
.79c
* Plastic Stem Wine Glasses 25/6 oz. $2
* Large Plastic Beer Cups 50/14 oz.

Call 866-4410 for interview.

Now that-you know
WHAT we are
Here's WHERE we are

WE NOW HAVE CIGARETTES
$6.04 carton 100's
$5.95 carton Reg.

On Main St., Westport,
between Oscar's
and Ann Taylors
UPSTAIRS at
The Market Place
Try the elevator!

Now what?

FAIRFIELD
TRADING
POST, INC.
Supermarket
for Marine &
Camping
Supplies
"Your Boat Equipment
Discount Center"

PAINTS-HARDWARE
LIFE JACKETS 259-3498
1580PostRd, Fairfield
Exit 21 Tpke. — Open Frl. Nlte

You can work 9 to 5 tor the man. or you can work fulltime for mankind.
The PEACE CORPS and VISTA otter you a real alternative that could be the most
rewarding experience of your life.
In the PEACE CORPS you can go where your skills and trainirrg are needed You
can live in a new land, speak a new language, and be adopted by a new people.
VISTA otters you the opportunity to help people right here in this country,
whether it's in the troubled ghetto, the mountains ol Appalachia. or in your own
community.
It you wanl to do something really important, consider the PEACE CORPS or
VISTA
because you CAN make all the ditterence in the world

PEACE CORPS and VISTA recruiter wl" be conducting Interviews with
seniors and grad students Monday & Tue l!ay, Nov. 6-7 In the Placement
Office.

$1.35

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

thegreater
downtown fabric co. inc.

GOOD
SANDWICHES

The-Market Plaee,--125 Main-Street, Westport (203)226-1600

873POSTRD.
FAIRFIELD

We'll show you how to use that diploma.
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Stag
by Patrick Reap
In an impressive showing of offensive and defensive manpower,
Fairfield University's club football
team ripped 18th ranked Livingston
College of New Jersey, fo-16. led liv
the running of senior |oe Mindur'
and freshman Tom Myers, the game
never appeared to be in serious
danger in the second half, as the
Stags evened their record at 1-t. This
Saturday, the squad will have their
hands full as they face powerhouse
St.
Francis College of
Lorreto,
Pennsylvania, a top-notch division III
team.

Football Club Rolls

room
The Stags began the se< ond half
the way they ended the first, driving
60 yards for another touchdown. Tom
Myers ran the ball in from eight
yards,
giving
Fairfield
an
insurmountable
26-0
lead.
Again
I ivingston could generate no offense,
and defensive end Ray Jaworski
tackled the Panther punter in the end
zone for a safety Taking a 28-0 lead
into the final twelve minutes, Fairfield began substituting freely, and
watched Livingston come up with

two meaningless scores in the final
eight minutes. Craig Leach capped
Four minutes into the game, Myers the Fairfield scoring, diving over from
the two yard line with twenty-five
started the Fairfield rout as he
returned a punt 47 yards for the first seconds remaining
One summation of the Fairfield
of three touchdowns he would score
blowout is offered by Club president
for the day. Rob Robinson's successful conversion gave Fairfield a 7- • Sherwin Collins who bluntly stated,
"Face it, we kicked their ass. All we
0 lead, which immediately grew to
needed was those two weeks bet13-0 after the Livingston quarterback
ween our Fitchburg loss and today to
fumbled on their second offensive
get our offense together"
The
play after the Stag kickoff Again it
emergence of a Fairfield offense was
was Myers who carried the ball into
due largely to the backfield comthe end zone from 11 yards out.
bination of Mindur and Myers For
On a questionable strategic move,
the day, Mindur rushed for a gameLivingston gambled when faced with
high 114 yards, while Myers' three
a fourth and five at the Fairfield 43
touchdowns kept Livingston out of
yard line, deciding to go for the first
the game. "This is |oe's third year of
down. Defensive tackle Tony Ponte
football here, and this is the best he's
hurried a Livingston pass, which fell
run," Collins commented. "And Tom
harmlessly to the ground, giving the
is so good right now, he will really be
Stags another golden opportunity.
something to see by the time he's a .
Quarterback Craig Leach smartly
kept the ball on the ground, and it
senior."
The St. Francis Rpd Flash features
was |oe Mindu r who got the bulk of
halfback Tim Hedsel, the number
the yardage during the eight-play
fifty-seven yard drive Mindur also
one rusher in the nation among
culminated the drive with an eight
division III schools. If the Stag
defense, which has been overyard swee(p into the right corner of
powering thusfar, can keep Hedsel in
the end zone. Rob Robinson kicked
check, the major upset becomes a
the extra point, and the Stags took a
comfortable 20-0 lead into the locker

realistic possibility.

Pigskin Picks
%^
by Lenny and Squig

Well, it's about time we had a
good week as L and S came through
with a 12 win and 2 loss performance.
There were no big surprises last week
so you might say we got lucky — I
prefer to think that Jimmy the
Creek's days are numbered Now for
this week's picks:
Tampa 13 Kansas City 7
Once again Kansas City is playing
in our MISS THIS CAME game and
there is no reason to believe that they
will let me down and have a big
game. This game has about as much
potential for excitement as a Tuesday
night in Julie Hall. Fans should keep
in mind however that there is always
the possibility of a big score . . in
the game of course.
Pittsburgh 20 Atlanta 14
The last thing the Falcons need at
this stage of the season is a trip to
Three Rivers Stadium. The Steelers
might embarrass the Falcons if
Bradshaw gets hot early and Harris
has some room to run
Buffalo17 Jets 13
This game of cross-state rivals
probably will not be the nationally
televised game next week — too bad!
By watching this display Giant fans
would realize that things could be a
lot worse.
'
Miami 33 Cincinnati 17
Miami is not having a great year
but they should handle the pitiful
Bengals. Cincinnati is a team that
should be in contention in the AFC
Central but instead will attempt to
become the first team in NFL history
to lose more than 14 games
Denver 20 San Diego 17
Denver will squeak by this week if
Morton can stay on his feet long
enough to find an open rrfan. San
Diego simply lacks the offense to
pull this one out
Oakland 30 Houston 20
The Raiders managed to come
away from Chicago with a come from
behind overtime victory last week
while Houston came through with
some heroics of their own in
Cleveland This game has all the
makings of a wild and wide open
contest but the Oilers will come
away with Snake-bite
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Philadelphia 20
New England 28 Philade
New England has shown they can
score points but the defense does not
look like the AFC's best, as it was in
1977. Philadelphia is coming off a
win over the Colts and they should
have enough offense to keep this one
at least interesting
Chicago 20, Green Bay 17
This will be a typically tough game
of two NFC Central teams. The
Packers are an improved team, but
Chicago played well vs Oakland last
week. Look for Payton to have a big
day.
Dallas 31, Giants 17
Sorry Giant fans, we're still a
couple of years away from playing
with Dallas. Still, this is definitely not
a game to be missed — the action on
the sidelines should provide viewers
with an entertaining afternoon.
Cleveland 24, New Orleans 21
The Saints have been in almost
every game this year, but they seem
to fall just short every time.
Cleveland should prevail in a tight
one.
Washington 34. Detroit 13
This game should be no contest.
The Redskins will outhit, outscore,
and outclass the pathetic Lions, who
haven't fielded a good team since
Lem Barney was in his prime.
Baltimore14, St. Louis13
These
two
teams
are going
nowhere fast St. Louis managed only
10 points against Miami last week,
and I see no reason why they should
score much more against the Colts
Los Angeles 28, San Francisco 10
The
Giants
demolished. San
Francisco two weeks ago, while the
Rams beat Dallas Enough said
Seattle24, Minesota 23
In the NFC upset of the week, we'll
go with an improved Seattle club
over the Vikings, who really haven't
gotten untrarked It'll be an awfully
long season for the old men in
Minnesota
Last Week: 12-2, .857
Overall: 29-13, .690
Last Week's Best Bet: Oakland
27 Chicago 20.
Oakland won 25-19.
Last Week's Worst Bet: Giants
17 Atlanta 16.
Atlanta won 23-20.

Rugby Team
Overwhelmed

by Chris Byrd
A brilIi-ant individual effort by a
Before the rugby game between
King's Point man/led to their next
Fairfield and King's Point, last
score. He took the ball at midfield,
Sunday the King's Point team got in a ■ kicked it and caught it Then he ran
huddle and began to dance in a circle
twenty yards before he was knocked
and sing
It seemed to be a
down He got up and outran five or
six men for the try. The good concelebration; perhaps they knew that
version made it 10-0 They scored
they would clobber Fairfield 33-3
quickly thereafter with darting runs
The game, played on a wet field,
got off to a slow start. Neither team
and precision passes. The King's
appeared to be able to get moving
Point man went in untouched for the
until late in the first half when King's
try. Again, the conversion was good.
point had a great surge, a surge that
Our ruggers fought back as Jim
proved to be all they needed. The
Weir picked up a loose ball and
trouble began for our ruggers when
carried it within five yards of the goal
the slippery field caused a bad pass,
but King's Point denied them the
putting King's Point deep into
score as the half ended 16-0 in the
Fairfield territory A few minutes
favor of King's Point.
later, they received a penalty kick.
An errant pass got the red men in
The kick hit the uprights but the miss
early trouble in the second half A
lead to their first score. They now had
King's point man promptly waltzed in
the ball in excellent position and they
the
try making it 20-0. Their crisp
pushed it across for the try After
passing and swift feet led to the next
they missed, the score stood 4-0.

King's Point score The conversion
made it 26-0 A penalty kick made it
29-0
The frustration, that losing brings
began to set in on the ruggers They
became desperate, doing anything to
score and to prove to King's Point,
that they too can play the sport This
brought on bitterness between the
two teams almost leading to a fight.
King's Point pushed the ball across
for the last time making it 33-0.
Fairfield avoided a shutout when
Tom Consigli converted a penalty
kick making the final score 33-3.
Club
President
Artie
McCoy
commented on the game saying, "We
had early monmentum but they had
that surge at the end of the first half.
We, couldn't fight back We would
have a good run and they would kick
the ball back."
The team's record is now 1-3 In the
last two games, they have given up 62
points. When asked why had there
been these lopsided scores lately
McCoy answered, "We've had a lot
of bad breaks and injuries. We've
been trying to put if together"
Hopefully, they can put it together
soon because Stag rugby fans don't
want to see many more 33-3 games.

Hocker: A Sport of Sorts
by Stephen A. Oragicevich
"It's exciting, the ball never stops
moving" ... "I can't believe you do
this much running" . . . Judge Norton
will
go
down
in
history" . . "Hockermania ,has hit
Fairfieldi" These are all feelings of
Fairfield's newest craze, HOCKER.
Judge John Henry Norton, a prac'ticing attorney in Fairfield County,
invented the sport 17 years ago and
now it is going national.
Last Friday HOCKER was introduced to Fairfield at a clinic run
by Judge Norton on the field in front
of Campion. Many-came away with
the impression that HOCKER may be
around for some time. "HOCKER,"
says Norton, "is a combination of a
lot of other sports, blending the.
dribble of basketball,' the punch of
volleyball, the carom of ice hockey
and the kick of soccer into a nonviolent sport." What's so great about
this game is that it can be played by
anyone, regardless of sex, age or
ability. You do not have to be'an
exceptional athlete to enjoy the
game "That's one of the great facets
of HOCKER," says the 53 year old
Norton "It is rough enough to be
exciting, but not rough enough for
anybody to get hurt. The ball is soft
so that even if someone is hit in the
face with it, no damage is done " A
few girls who made some great
"blocks" with their faces may think
otherwise, however.

In a formal game of HOCKER,
seven points wins a set, and two out
of three, or four out of seven sets
wins a match. There are no time
limits: Goalposts are 15 feet high and
18 feet apart. The lower crossbar is
nine feet above ground level, the
upper 12 feet. In the middle between
the crossbars is the yard-square
target with rectangles formed by the
crossbars and posts on either sides.
All points above the lower crossbar
must be kicked in; points below it
may be kicked, punched, slapped or
otherwise propelled by any part of
the body.
Points may be scored from either
side of the goalposts. A kick above
the top crossbar scores one point;
through the rectangles four points
and through the interior squareHOCKER's "golden yard"-five points.
Everything scored under the lower
crossbar scores three points with the
exception of the penalty kick scoring
two points Penalty kicks are made
from ten yards out with two
defenders permitted in the goal.
HOCKER teams are comprised ot a
blocker whose primary duty is to
guard the goal; two defensive ends,
two offensive ends, and two wings
who normally range on offense and
defense Finally, there are two "free
agents'

who are basic playmakers

and who direct the flow of play

However, no team member including
the blocker is prohibited from entering any portion of the field at any
time. Thus, there are no offsides in
HOCKER and blockers may be
assisted in the goal mouth by any
number of their teammates.
HOCKER operates with the least
number of rules consistent with
orderly, non-violent play. Its cardinal
rule forbids picking up or holding the
ball in one or both hands. It must
remain
in
continuous
motion,
although a move called "currying"
permits a player to advance while
bouncing the ball from hand-to-hand
or juggling it in one hand like a hot
potato.
Games and play action following
scores begin with a "square-off" in a
mid-field circle where two opposing
free agents place their insteps against
the ball and kick it away at the
referee's signal.
Penalty shots are awarded for a
variety of offenses including illegal
pushing
(above
the
shoulders),
blocking,
tackling,
tripping
or
deliberate rough play which is
decided at the referee's discretion.
Infractions such as picking up the
ball and holding it results in a "take-,
off" or free pass by the opposing
team from the point of infraction

